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Abstract: The basic topic of this article is the undergraduate preparation of future teachers in the
Czech Republic, specifically the issue of the pedagogical practices of future teachers. We focused
mainly on reflective activities within this preparation. The first part of the article deals with the
mapping of this area in the educational systems of other countries or other regions of the Czech
Republic. The second part is devoted to a description of the current state of reflection among science
teacher education students. It also proposes an innovation of the system of reflection implementation
using modern IT tools in the context of full-time and distance education. The third part presents the
outputs of the e-questionnaire prepared for both face-to-face and distance learning.
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1. Significance of Teaching Practice in the Context of Pregraduate Education

In the past decades, one of the most discussed issues across all pedagogical and
didactic fields has been the setting of the system in order to be functional, reacting to the
changing profile of students, and being able to reflect current social needs, which arise
with the sharp increase in the use of IT technology and the change of lifestyle. The ways of
searching for the answer vary, and the same holds for experts’ opinions. However, there
is a common core—accepting the fact that the change in the educational system starts by
innovating the preparation of future teachers.

An inseparable part of the preparation of future teachers is the acquisition of the
subject competence, competence in planning their teaching, social competence, a good
work ethic, and, finally, change and development competence [1]. Learning to teach is based
on the cooperation and collaboration of schools and institutions preparing teachers [2].
Providing multiple observations and subsequent reflections in the presence of lecturers,
cooperating teachers and peers offer opportunities for a deeper reflection and integration
of academic, pedagogical, and practical knowledge and skills [3].

Reflective teaching practice helps teachers plan, implement and increase their perfor-
mance, and reassess their strengths and weaknesses [4]. A teacher should be able to reflect
on the used methods, objectives, and means [1]. The observation of lessons is carried out
using structured and non-structured approaches [5]. The value of observation increases
if the observer knows what to look for. Observation experience and the observer’s self-
confidence grow. It moves in three recognisable ways: from an unknown position to a
central position, from a deductive position to an induction position, and from the focus
on teaching skills to the focus on educational values [6]. Class observation is a valuable
tool providing us with an image of what is going on in the class, thus leading to a higher
educational standard and more effective educational methods [7]. The observers of teach-
ing fill in questionnaires (observation protocols) which include observation experience
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related to the lesson organisation, the teacher’s time management, the pupils’ performance
in completing tasks, the task schedule, the teacher’s questions and the pupils’ answers,
the pupils’ performance in teamwork, class interaction, new educational activities, and
teamwork. When collecting information on teaching, various approaches are used, such
as time samples in intervals during a lesson, form coding, wide narratives, or narrow
narratives, which focus only on a certain aspect of teaching [8]. The assessed teaching can
be evaluated by an average evaluation in the form of a score or theoretical response [9].
The evaluation of the practice should include the following suitability criteria: epistemic,
cognitive, interactive, mediating, affective, and ecological [10].

At the early stage of teachers’ preparation, students of teaching often perform for
their peers (future teachers) in the university environment, which contributes to their
skills of observing various teaching strategies and reflecting on and revising lessons.
Students are familiarised with constructive criticism. When creating teaching styles,
observation using video recordings plays an irreplaceable role [11]. Video enables re-
peated watching of lessons and their episodes, helps the detailed breakdown and analy-
sis of a teaching situation, and provides immediate feedback and the possibility of self-
evaluation [12]. Video recordings of lessons are considered the most efficient and objective
tool to support the refection of practice. It helps professionally develop and increase the self-
awareness of junior teachers as pedagogues [13] and offers more time to think over what has
been said [14].

2. Teaching Practice in the Pregraduate Preparation of Teachers in the Czech Republic

Teaching practice belongs to fundamental courses of preparatory education for teach-
ers. It is based on the observation of pedagogical reality at schools (inspectional activities)
and pedagogical outputs of students of teaching in real class conditions [15]. It serves
as a connecting element between the theoretical pedagogical–psychological courses and
field–didactic courses of pregraduate preparation of students and their future independent
creative activities in school. In real school conditions, students become familiar with the
educational and administrative activities of a teacher, an educational institution, the school,
and the curricular documents. Although the organisation and the length of practices differ
in schools across the Czech Republic, their typology and main objectives remain the same.
Within practices, contacts between individual grades of schools are formed; senior active
teachers are acquainted with new findings in science, research, and didactic trends while
academic staff, based on feedback, reflect on the current needs of school practice. The teach-
ing practices of students of teaching are essentially controlled by an expert guarantor. It can
have the assistive form (the student is engaged in the lesson as the pedagogue’s assistant
and carries out tasks arising from a particular pedagogical situation; finally, the student
processes everyday reflections and a list of elaborated materials according to the teacher’s
assignment), block sitting-in-a-class form (the student observes a lesson, inspects a group
of selected teachers in the student’s field subjects, and lesson endings are noted down in
a so-called pedagogical diary), the block output form (the student teaches independently
as part of the teaching practice, takes notes about the practice, and reflects on lessons in
their pedagogical diary together with the written preparations), or the continuous practice
form [16]. The main objectives of teaching practice include the interconnection of the theory
with the practice of all components of university preparation, to familiarise future teachers
with the conditions of a real school environment, to show them various teaching styles
of selected senior active teachers, and to engage students in activities from the teacher’s
profession. Practice is in the form of hearing, independent teaching, video recordings of
students’ teaching and their analyses, microteaching, work outside class and school, active
participation in a school event, etc. [17]. During teaching practice, the student acquires
competencies, such as project, communicative, organisational and control, diagnostic, and
reflective competencies [18]. The research [10,19–22] proves that it is essential to focus the
teaching practice on a profound analysis and evaluation of the teaching process since the
reflection of a teacher’s results is thinking over educational objectives, professional goals,
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and strengths and weaknesses of their work. The analysis should lead to the recognition of
critical parts of teaching and proposals for their improvement.

Those must be critically and professionally evaluated and justified. Reflection helps
professional development, education, and creative learning.

Therefore, an inseparable part of teaching practice is a reflection (observed or imple-
mented) and self-reflection of teaching connected with its didactic analysis and evaluation
of its quality. The subject of reflection and evaluation can be both real school teaching and
video recordings of school teaching. The evaluation usually uses an observation record of
the lesson, either criterial or documentary. The criterial record of a lesson is already struc-
tured into categories—evaluation criteria. The observer chooses and marks those observed
in the lesson. A documentary record of a lesson is a detailed description and explanation
of all the most important phenomena and their mutual relations observed in the lesson.
Unlike the criterial record, which simplifies analytical evaluation due to the category offer,
a didactic analysis of teaching based on a documentary record is more challenging and
requires deeper and more extensive knowledge of the issue and relations [19]. During
the process of self-reflection, the student of teaching performs reflective processing of the
mutual relationship with the pupils and subject matter. This reflection should direct to
the future. First of all, a so-called empirical (simple) reflection is performed. It is based
on answers to simple questions: “what and why did I do”, “what was the impact”, and
“how could I do it differently”? In an empirical reflection, the student only describes and
sorts experiences [15]. Generally, the more the student processes experience acquired in
pedagogical situations and integrates the previous level of reflection in new reflections,
the more detailed the analyses of the pedagogical situation will be, and new experience
will be implemented into teaching. In this case, we are talking about students’ higher-level
reflection, so-called abstracting reflection.

The process of a controlled reflection of students’ pedagogical activities, which incor-
porates planning, preparation, implementation of inspections and supervisory interviews,
and keeping required documentation, is called supervision. Supervision plays an educa-
tional (process of reflection and an emphasis on new creative teaching of the studying),
supportive (forming the basis of professional thinking), and control role (control and for-
mative evaluation of students’ practical activities). A very effective type of supervision
is considered peer supervision (or intervision) when the students are supervisors to each
other. A prerequisite of quality supervision work is auto-supervision when a student of
teaching is their own supervisor and performs self-reflection and evaluation. An interview,
completed with written documentation, is a tool for supervision work [22].

3. Pregraduate Preparation of Teachers at the University of Ostrava

A significant part of the field portfolio at the University of Ostrava (hereunder “UO”)
is formed by programmes focused on the pregraduate preparation of future teachers hand-
in-hand with lifelong learning oriented on further education, extending specialisation, and
the development of competencies of teachers from practice. This results from the fact that
the foundation stone of the University of Ostrava was the Faculty of Education, which has
been providing preparation for future teachers as the only institution in the whole region
since the 1960s of the last century.

Currently, the pregraduate preparation of teachers is provided at three Faculties
of the OU—Faculty of Education, Faculty of Arts, and Faculty of Science. The biggest
concentration of degree programmes oriented toward teaching is, of course, at the Faculty
of Education, which provides complete preparation of future teachers for pre-primary,
primary, and selected specialisations for the lower secondary and secondary schools. The
Faculty of Arts and the Faculty of Science primarily focus on the preparation of future
teachers of secondary and lower secondary schools for professional specialisation. The three
Faculties closely cooperate in the provision of education in the pedagogical–psychological
area. They also cooperate in creating combinations of individual specialisations. This
cooperation is facilitated by a common programme board, which ensures, among others,
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the compatibility of individual specialisation with respect to field particularities. The
output from the activity of the programme board is a unified concept of pregraduate
practice implementation.

3.1. Description of the Original Implementation of Practice at the Faculty of Science Subsection

The Faculty of Science at the University of Ostrava prepares future teachers of math-
ematics, physics, chemistry, informatics, biology, and geography. Students of teaching
programmes undergo ongoing hearing practice, ongoing hearing practice with teaching,
and continuous practice. The whole process is supervised by a field guarantor of practices
from the corresponding department at the Faculty of Science of the UO.

The students meet the reflective assistant practice in their Bachelor’s studies for the
first time. However, it is not field-oriented yet, i.e., the student observes lessons on subjects
of specialisation. During the summer semester of the first year and the winter semester of
the second year of the consecutive Master’s studies, the students take part in two ongoing
practices. The first one only includes hearings. The objective of the hearings is to learn
to reflect on the educational process of pupils, develop their skills of observation, note
down and analyse the course of the educational process, or recognise various teaching
styles at different schools. Students inspect selected teachers of their specialisation subjects,
which are under the supervision of a field guarantor of practices. During each semester,
the students must undergo at least five sittings in a class with analyses for each special-
isation, process a reflection of the practice, and take part in the final evaluation of the
ongoing practice.

Apart from the development of competencies acquired within the hearings, an on-
going hearing practice with teaching is focused on the creation of didactic qualifications
to project, implement, and critically reflect on their own lessons. The practice is held in
three phases: preparation, implementation, and evaluation. The preparatory phase serves
the student of teaching to independently inspect lessons of the senior active teacher in
a particular class where the student will teach the next lesson. Then, the student with
the help of the senior active teacher creates the plan for the very first teaching attempt.
Based on the recommendations of the senior active teacher, the student independently
carries out a didactic analysis of the subject matter, suitable teaching methods and forms,
and suitable didactic tools. A detailed scenario of a teaching situation is primarily con-
sulted with the senior active teacher and with the field didactician and other students as
well. During the implementation phase, the student’s first performance is in front of the
class, the senior active teacher (mentor, school supervisor), inspecting classmates—future
teachers—and the field didactician (faculty supervisor). The evaluation phase is based on
analysing the teaching situation, providing feedback and recommendations for the next
teaching attempts.

The pregraduate field–didactic preparation of teachers in a given subject is finalised
by continuous teaching practice. Supervised by senior active teachers, the students learn
to prepare and implement various types of lessons. They acquire basic didactic skills,
apply theoretical knowledge, and verify their skills in educational work in the class. They
become acquainted with documentation and obtain insight into school life. The student
must teach a minimum of 25 lessons. Having finished the practice, the students must
submit a portfolio that includes inspection records, samples of lesson preparations, tests,
motivational activities, evaluation of the supervising teacher, and self-reflection. After the
practice has been finished, the field didactician, together with students, performs the final
evaluation of the practice.

In all types of practice, students observe the pedagogical activities of the training
teacher or their classmates and carry out reflection (self and peer supervision), through
which they adapt their own actions for continuous and postgraduate practice and gain
the best conditions for abstract reflection. In the course of teaching, they record their
observations in an observation sheet—a pre-prepared template for taking a criterial record
of teaching. This then serves as the basis for a reflective dialogue in the group of students
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of teaching in the analysis of the teaching situation, which leads to an improvement of the
work with the target group of students.

3.2. Identification of Critical Places in the Original Implementation

The process described in Section 2 takes place in a particular class under the physi-
cal presence of all stakeholders of the educational process. The subsequent reflection is
performed on records, which are mostly taken under time pressure and the fragmented
attention of the observer due to more parallel activities. The information value of such a
record does not have to be fully complex and accurate.

Regarding didactic analysis and the evaluation of the quality of teaching, we have
been long-term tackling two basic critical points:

• During a lesson, teachers concentrate on the professional and didactic part of the lesson
and do not observe themselves. The teacher does not possess any observation record
of the lesson. Therefore, it is impossible to carry out an objective auto-reflection [23].

• An observation record is created by converting the mental image of a lesson, i.e., of
what the observer remembers, retrospectively recalls, and describes with an emphasis
on the most significant moments and connections. Each observing evaluator takes
ground in their own vision of quality teaching; thus, the observation record is partially
subjective [19].

According to [19], in order to ensure teachers’ education and systematic development
of their reflective competencies, it is highly essential to provide as much quality observa-
tion support for the didactic analysis of teaching as possible. The same holds for expert
discussions about teaching. Such observation support are video recordings of lessons.
The convenience and popularity of using video when preparing (future) teachers results
from numerous studies and research works. It can be used in more ways for various
purposes [24].

Based on the identification of critical points and the description of the current structure,
the main objective was to design and validate a comprehensive system for managing the
practice of future teachers. In the proposal, we focused on covering the whole process of
managing and evaluating the practice of future teachers with a significant deployment of
IT resources. The system has been designed to smoothly enable the implementation of
the practice during the transition between different forms of teaching (distance, combined,
full-time). The aim of the validation is to demonstrate this robustness of the system.

One of the contributions of our work is to justify why it is appropriate to use audio-
visual recording in combination with electronic questionnaires for reflection. The involve-
ment of the video recording is crucial, particularly because of the time mismatch between
the ongoing practice and the subsequent completion of the questionnaire. We have also
deployed multiple questionnaires in our system, which differ precisely in the moment of
completion—the delay relative to the lesson being assessed, which reveals perceptions at
different stages.

Changing unstructured lesson records to structured ones seems to be very useful,
allowing for better processing. The e-questionnaires are adapted to the skills of student
teachers who are able to record and evaluate without problems the teacher’s formal speech,
the organization of the educational process, the application of didactic principles in practice,
and the teacher–pupil relationship. The design of the electronic questionnaire is still very
dynamic, and we are responding to comments. However, in order to be able to compare
developments over time, we deploy these new versions only after a delay.

3.3. Description of the Innovation

Our reaction to the identified critical points is grounded in a fundamental innovation
of the whole system of pregraduate practice. The key element of the adaptation is the
system setting, which integrates video and electronic reflective questionnaires. The essence
is to provide the possibility for retrospective asynchronous observation for the purposes of
developing the professional vision of a (future) teacher [23].
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The innovation in the implementation of teaching practice takes advantage of the wider
exploitation of IT technology, which enables encompassing various forms of education.
It means it can include full-time learning, distance learning, or even a hybrid form. The
objectives of the innovation consist in the following points:

1. Introduction of a central information system and registration of practice organisation.
The system will enable to harmonise schedules of the observing and observed persons
regarding the teaching itself and the ex-post evaluation of the recording as well.
This point also includes the provision and access to technical means necessary for
practice implementation.

2. Elaboration of standardised electronic forms that will enable to create detailed evalua-
tion records in the next phases of preparations and evaluation of the teaching process:

a. Phase of planning a lesson.
b. Phase of reflecting on a past lesson.
c. An area of lesson self-reflection.

3. Providing a standard of lesson recordings within the central information system, both
from full-time and distance online learning, or from the hybrid form. The recording
will be made accessible to authorised persons.

4. Processing of analyses based on questionnaire data and their interpretation towards
publishing the results, adjustment of the process of supervising practices, and a
proposal of further innovations.

The first steps of our innovation were focused on resolving points 2 and 4. Two sets
of questionnaires were created and implemented in the cloud environment of Microsoft
365 using the MS Forms tool. With respect to the implementation of a hybrid cloud at
the University of Ostrava, it was possible to use the identity of students and academic
staff of the UO as well as to create guest accounts for an external teacher to make the
implementation of the questionnaires and access to video recordings possible. All of such
steps had to comply with the GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation). The GDPR are
binding and general principles for the protection of personal data, privacy, and identity
applicable throughout the EU. From a research perspective, it is important to ensure
the protection of respondents’ personal data and to anonymise the collected data to an
effective extent.

The first questionnaire set encompasses the area of a teacher who prepares and leads
the lesson. The purpose of this set is to support the self-reflection process. The set includes
the following e-questionnaires (The proposed structure of the questionnaire corresponds
with an ideal implementation since the teacher can watch a video recording of the lesson
for the purposes of self-reflection. In the situation when this was not possible to ensure
technically or organisationally, only questionnaires A1 and A2 were used.):

• A1. A lesson plan, filled in before the lesson.
• A2. After the lesson, also filled in by the student who lead the lesson. Filled in as

soon as the lesson finishes. It evaluates the course compared with the plan, without
watching the video recording.

• C. Self-reflection of a teacher, filled in by the teacher after watching the video recording.

Figure 1 represents a time sequence of implementing individual questionnaires with
respect to the time of the held lesson. The scheme depicts both the trajectory of full-time
teaching and the trajectory of distance online teaching. Mutual compatibility of these
processes enables their combination and thus the introduction of the hybrid form. The
scheme also clearly shows the phase of taking the recording and its further processing.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the interconnection of the first set of reflective e-questionnaires.

In order to encompass the activities of all stakeholders of the reflective teaching
practice, it was necessary to extend the scheme and questionnaires, which then enabled
to record findings of other engaged persons. This led us to the creation of the second set
of questionnaires B, which serves for hearing participants of the pregraduate practices (it
mostly concerns an active class teacher at the given school, the guarantor of the practices,
and other students). The structure of the questions corresponds with the questionnaires of
set A designed for teachers. The objective was to enable a comparison of a professional view
of a teacher and those inspecting. Figure 2 depicts the extension of the monitored processes
directly related to the implementation of teaching with processes of other stakeholders
of the reflective teaching practice. This scheme also depicts the trajectories of full-time
teaching, online distance teaching, and potential hybrid teaching.
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3.3.1. Pilot Verification—Phase 1

The pilot verification of the above-mentioned step took place at the end of 2019 and in
the first half of 2020, which was also the time of school closure due to the pandemic in the
Czech Republic. This led us to use the video recordings and e-reflective questionnaires to
implement and evaluate virtual inspections within hearing teaching practices. Formerly
used observation sheets were not unified across various fields and did not correspond with
the e-reflective questionnaire. Therefore, we also restructured the observation sheet so that
the evaluated criteria corresponded with the e-reflective questionnaire.

The student of teaching records the following into the observation sheet:

• Basic information—name and surname of the evaluator and teacher, date of inspection,
type and name of the school, grade, topic, thematical unit, and lesson objectives.

• Organisation of the lesson—timeline of the teacher’s and pupils’ activities, individual
teaching phases, used teaching methods and didactic tools.

• Expertise of the teacher—evaluated based on observation of a suitable selection of
didactic tools, verbal and written expression of the teacher, ability to identify a mistake
and work with pupils’ mistakes, ability of fair evaluation, and the ability to support
active learning.

• Class atmosphere—evaluated based on observation of mutual communication and
cooperation of the teacher and pupils, level of the ability to respect individual needs
of the pupils, teaching style of the teacher, and the teacher’s ability to appraise
or admonish.

• Overall impression of the lesson—includes positives and negatives of the lesson, remarks.

This phase of the pilot verification was participated by students of teaching of mathe-
matics and chemistry; in total, 84 e-reflective questionnaires were completed. Their results
were subsequently used in the final evaluation of this ongoing practice.

The students could also include their final remarks at the end of the questionnaire.
This could concern the following:

• the structure of the e-questionnaire and the questions, whether it was understandable,
and whether they would recommend any modification;

• supplementary evaluation of the observed teaching outside the scope of the answers
to the questions in the questionnaire.

In the first group of comments, students pointed out minor typos, the possibility of
double interpretation of the questions, and similarities (duplication) of some questions.
These shortcomings were eliminated in the further implementation, and some questions
were more precisely specified. For example, the question whether the teacher was able to
work with a mistake was modified to “Was the teacher able to work with a pupil’s mistake?”
Similarly, following the observation that the question asking whether the teacher was able to
identify individual needs of a pupil did not provide an opportunity to comment on whether
the teacher was able to work with pupils as identified, the question was reformulated as
“Did the teacher reflect the individual needs of a pupil?” with the response options Yes,
No, or I did not notice such a pupil. This group of questions was supplemented by several
questions relating to the teacher’s ability to motivate pupils.

In examining the supplemental teaching evaluation, we tried to determine whether
the comments that are associated with one teacher, across all evaluators (students), are of
similar nature or have common elements and, conversely, whether similar information
or focus appears in the comments of one evaluator (student) for all evaluated teachers.
Unfortunately, since students did not comment (inserting a comment was not manda-
tory) or because the comments were diverse, we did not observe links, with a few ex-
ceptions. We can note that within the individual student ratings, we identified one with
a higher sensitivity to evaluating the teacher’s teaching style, one with a stronger em-
phasis on evaluating all the positives of the teacher’s teaching, and one with an attempt
to be as objective as possible (always stating both pros and cons). Given the low num-
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bers of student comments and, thus, some subjectivity of interpretation, we cannot draw
relevant conclusions.

3.3.2. Pilot Verification—Phase 2

As mentioned above, the B version of the questionnaire was slightly adjusted on
the bases of phase 1 of the pilot verification. Apart from minor modifications, the intro-
duction of the questionnaire was changed to mirror version A, i.e., we added missing
questions focused on the topic and objectives of the lesson, the evaluated field, and the date
of implementation.

The pilot verification—phase 2 was carried out within the implementation of con-
tinuous teaching practice 2, which includes both hearings and students’ active teaching.
Therefore, all versions and the e-reflective questionnaire were pilot-verified in this phase.
In total, we acquired 35 A1 questionnaires, 29 A2 questionnaires, 20 C questionnaires, and
87 Bv2 questionnaires.

The first part of the questionnaire was focused on the basic characteristics of the lesson.
The respondent filled in the evaluated field, name and surname, e-mail, topic of the lesson,
topic of the preceding lesson, and brief formulation of the lesson objectives. The structure
of respondents by field of study is shown in Figure 3.
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The second part of the questionnaire monitored the expertise of the observed person—
the student-teacher as perceived by the respondents of this questionnaire. The following
graph depicts both the questions and the distribution of the answers. The respondents
could choose from YES-NO answers, as we can see in Figure 4.
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One can observe here certain difficulties in identification of whether the teacher made
a mistake. Regarding the fact that the lesson was led by students who are not mostly
experienced in teaching, the occurrence of mistakes was expected to be more frequent.

The third part of the questionnaire mapped the didactic level of the evaluated lesson.
The questions were more varied from the point of view of the offered answer ranges. Their
types are depicted in the following graphs.

The first group of questions was focused on the student-teacher’s competencies in
the area of working with didactic tools and the effective use of suitable teaching methods.
Those competencies were, in general, evaluated positively, see. Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Structure of expertise in the area of working with didactic tools.

The evaluation of the expression was focused on both the verbal and written expression
of the student-teacher. Attention was also paid to non-verbal expression and gestures. The
following graph depicts the evaluation of the verbal and written expression of the teacher.

Non-verbal expressions are considered to be gesticulation, movements, posture, facial
expression, eye contact, choice of classroom position, choice of distance between teacher
and pupil, body contact, touch, etc. Respondents are familiar with this scale in theoretical
subjects of pedagogy and didactics.

Once again, we can observe (Figure 6) a high level of positive evaluation—answers
Yes and Rather yes are represented in 89% and more of the responses. On the other
hand, if we focus on questions with more answers Rather yes, Rather no, and No, i.e.,
if we identify areas where the students see room for improvement, it concerns areas of
a written expression regarding graphical management, structuring, clarity, and verbal
expression regarding terminological accuracy and partially regarding the use of standard
language rules.
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The next question researched the quality of non-verbal expression and gestures. The
respondents could select values ranging 0–10, where 0 represented utterly inadequate
non-verbal communication and 10 represented adequate non-verbal communication. This
area achieved a score of 8.53.

A very interesting area of didactic abilities is the ability to identify a pupil’s mistake
and work with it. We can observe a certain disproportion between standard situations in
a lesson and questionnaire results. If the pupils are at least partially actively engaged in
the lesson, a pupil’s mistake is highly to occur. The high percentage of answers “situation
did not occur” implies two conclusions: the inspecting students did not notice the pupil’s
mistake, or the student-teacher did not engage the pupils in the lesson in a way so that they
could actively respond (see Figures 7 and 8).
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The questionnaire also paid attention to whether the student-teachers support the
active learning of the pupils. We received 46 positive answers; in 41 cases, the support of
active learning of pupils was not identified. This fact partially justifies the results from the
previous question. The question of activation of pupils closely relates to the motivation and
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enthusiasm of pupils for learning. Answers to these questions were of a similar structure
as the previous one. In total, 48 cases were motivating, and 39 were not.

An inseparable part of teaching is feedback. Feedback is provided by the teacher to
pupils through various ways of evaluation (not only by classification but by reactions to
pupils’ answers, questions, or impulses). At the same time, the pupils should be drawn
toward healthy self-evaluation. The results of the survey focused on this area showed
that the activity related to pupils’ evaluation was observed in 64 cases, 91% of which were
verbal evaluation and 9% summative evaluation. There was no other type.

Regarding the support of healthy self-evaluation of pupils, i.e., if the teacher promotes
and supports this trend, the results were not very positive; see the following Figure 9.
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The fourth part of the questionnaire is devoted to the teacher–pupil interaction during
a lesson. This part included a whole set of questions that are depicted in the following
Figure 10. It can be seen, once again, that the evaluation of this area is rather positive. If
we look at the answers from the other side, i.e., where the students saw some room for
improvement, it concerns the ability of a student to admonish a pupil, to require accurate
expression of the pupils, and to provide the pupils with the opportunity to communicate,
show empathy, appraise the pupils, and admit their own mistake.
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Part of this interaction is a specific approach of the teacher to individual needs of
a pupil. In this question, the respondents were expected to state whether they had no-
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ticed such an approach. Such needs were not identified in most of the observed classes;
see Figure 11.
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The teacher–pupil interaction creates in the educated group a climate that is also
affected by the atmosphere of the class and the teacher’s style. The questionnaires grasp
the atmosphere by questions focused on pupil activity ( see Figure 12), which are followed
by questions on the teacher’s style (see Figure 13). The style of the student-teachers was
mostly evaluated as democratic, almost liberal. Concerning the class atmosphere, there is
room for improvement in the area of pupils’ activation since they did not fully engage in
the discussion nor asked questions and did not always answer the teacher’s questions.
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Finally, concerning the teacher–pupil interaction, it is necessary to mention the ability
of the teacher to keep the discipline (Figure 14), adequately react to non-standard situations,
and ease the tense atmosphere. In this area, no significant deficiencies in the student-
teacher’s abilities were identified, and there were no non-standard situations requiring the
teacher’s reaction, respectively (Figure 15). This corresponds with the standard situation at
schools where the practices are carried out.
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4. Summary

The students mostly evaluated the teaching of their colleagues-students in a positive
way. However, they also identified areas where they found room for improvement. A fully
negative evaluation was very rare.

The students could also include their final remark at the end of the questionnaire
about the structure of each e-questionnaire variant and the questions, whether it was
understandable, and whether they would recommend any modification.

Part of the evaluation of the second phase was a discussion of these remarks. Based
on feedback provided by the evaluators, the questionnaires underwent a minor modi-
fication even for the planned third phase of the implementation of the new system of
practice reflection.

Apart from the above-mentioned partial observations, we encountered a problem
during the second phase where part of the teaching had to be carried out in an online
environment. Thus, some of the recordings were not classical video recordings of standard
classroom teaching but recordings of synchronously conducted teaching in an online
environment (usually MS Teams, Google Classroom, etc.). Our Bv2 questionnaires to reflect
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on such conducted teaching were not fully adapted, which in some cases made it difficult
for students to choose an appropriate answer. This was also the reason why we did not
include the final part of the questionnaires, which focuses on the hygienic conditions in the
classroom (air quality, lighting conditions, classroom equipment, etc.) in the evaluation
of the second phase. This could not be evaluated in the online teaching environment and,
in most cases, not even from the video recordings taken during the full-time teaching.
Therefore, the third phase required preparing a variant of questionnaire B for distance
learning conducted synchronously online.

5. Conclusions

Our reconsidering of the system of the pregraduate preparation of teachers, primarily
the digitization of the whole process, proved to be highly functional and desired. Although
we had to face initial obstacles in the form of teachers’ and students’ prejudices (namely
the will to be recorded, resistance to questionnaires in general, etc.), we managed to find
an optimal and balanced strategy. This strategy will lead to the acquisition of required
competencies of future teachers and will not lay much burden on the stakeholders. A huge
benefit is a fact that the whole conception goes across all fields of natural science; thus,
future teachers can draw inspiration from other areas, and we will be able to observe slight
nuances in field didactics.

It is obvious that the whole process is organic, and it is essential to develop it continu-
ously to reflect current needs. It is expected that each pilot verification will result in partial
changes and modifications of both the questionnaires and, for instance, the system setting
of some phases. Over time, we expect that there will be a significant divergence in the
conception of online and face-to-face learning. This will also relate to a bigger difference in
the type of evaluating questionnaires for various types of learning. Although the pandemic
period made us work hard on the online form, there is still room for further innovations.

In near future, we are going to fine-tune the whole process by finishing the central
information system, which is already under development. We also want to reflect on the
world trends in the area of analysing the video recordings of the students taken during
their teaching and practicing pedagogical and didactic skills.

In terms of the implementation of this system, we can conclude that the system
has proven its robustness and usefulness. The validation also includes comments and
suggestions that are a source for further adaptation of our proposed system.
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